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Abstract

This research is focused on determining which metals or combinations of metals
form effective electrical contacts on hydrothermally synthesized U O2 substrates to
allow for additional work in characterization of the material and the feasibility of its
use in semiconductor devices such as solid-state neutron detectors. A methodology
was established for selection of candidate metals and consisted of choosing single
metals with desirable work function values to obtain a range of work function values
then referring to phase diagrams for the binary metals chosen. Phase diagrams
mapped where stable phases existed in the alloys and at what elemental
compositions which aided in determining feasible composition ranges. Targeted
alloys composed of Au, Ag, Pt, and Mg were chosen with the aim of yielding stable
alloys while still allowing for a difference in work functions across the spectrum of
compositions. Important considerations, including thermal and mechanical effects
such as contact asperities, were reviewed to help mitigate any issues that may arise
due to those factors. Single metals were first characterized to obtain deposition
rates used in determining ideal co-sputtering deposition rates.
In support of this research, various compositions of single-metal and
binary-metal sputtered thin films were investigated for use as potential contact
metals. Thin metal films were deposited onto tungsten probes to provide
mechanical contacts of varying metallic composition. Metal contacts were also
deposited to the surface of hydrothermally synthesized U O2 samples provided by
the Air Force Research Laboratory. Both were examined through I-V analysis where
a comparative study utilizing the deposited and mechanical contacts on the U O2
iv

surface was performed on the samples. U O2 samples were reportedly of n-type, with
(100) and (111) lattice orientation however no electrical characterization or
crystallographic evidence is provided as a part of this research. Analysis of
deposited contacts determined that Ag functioned optimally on both samples,
although other metals proved to form functional junctions with the substrate.
Analysis of mechanical contacts to the U O2 surface identifying Al, Au, and Ag on
the (100) sample and Pt, Ag, and Al on the (111) sample as forming optimal
contacts without consideration of proper surface adhesion.
Important observations and trends were discovered through other
experimentation and analysis such as: the effects of rapid-thermal annealing
treatments on work function, the effects of film composition and thickness on work
function, and trends in the maximum current of I-V plots across repeated runs. It
was found that rapid-thermal annealing treatments probably had some effect on
measured work function but larger sample sizes were required to determine
statistical significance. Au-Mg binary metal-films of increasing Mg content were
studied and shown to decrease in measured work function up to ∼90% Mg content
with measured work function values ranging from 4.83 eV to 3.21 eV on Si
substrates and 4.59 eV to 3.05 eV on tungsten probes. Pt Films of increasing
thickness were found to increase in work function, effectively “masking” the
tungsten probes on which they were deposited with thicknesses of 55 nm or greater.
Trends in maximum current of repeated I-V measurements revealed there may be
some charging at/changing of the junction taking place with subsequent runs.
Additionally, I-V measurements using binary-sputtered probes of known work
function values were used to effectively show changes in barrier height within the
junctions of the U O2 samples studied. Lastly, plots of work function versus max
current (IM AX ) through the junction showed unexpected results based on expected

v

behavior, leading to the assumption that the U O2 samples used throughout this
study likely are not true semiconductors.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF METAL CONTACTS ON HYDROTHERMALLY
SYNTHESIZED URANIUM DIOXIDE FOR NOVEL SEMICONDUCTOR
APPLICATIONS

I. Introduction

1.1

Motivation
The ability to effectively track and identify a nuclear detonation (NUDET)

around the world is paramount to ensuring nuclear treaty compliance together with
sustaining national security. Although several means of nuclear detection currently
exist such as seismic, hydroacoustic, and electromagnetic pulse detection, research
into additional means of verifying NUDETs is always of great interest. One such
method being investigated currently is that of solid-state neutron detection,
specifically through use of neutron-sensitive materials such as uranium (U) and
thorium (Th) [1]. Solid-state neutron detectors offer several advantages over current
detection methods such as smaller footprint and lower energy consumption and
garner much attention with respect to space-based applications despite requiring
further work to attain comparable detection efficiency of legacy devices [2]. Though
research in solid-state detectors using semiconducting conversion layers made of
materials such as boron (B) have been conducted [3, 4], uranium-based detectors
could offer significant advantages with regard to improved energy output and fission
cross section as outlined in Figure 54 within Appendix 1.2 [5].
There has been much interest in utilizing actinide oxides, specifically urania and
thoria oxides, to create neutron detection mediums as they show great potential in
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their ability to produce secondary ionization and therefore a detection signal when
hit with neutrons of desired energy levels [2, 6, 7, 8]. One limit to using actinide
materials is the electronic quality and availability of said materials. Researchers at
the Air Force Research Laboratories (AFRL) claim to have created a novel process
to effectively and repeatedly grow samples of uranium dioxide (U O2 ) through
hydrothermal synthesization. Though the process has been proven repeatable, the
question of electronic quality and the viability of samples as a true semiconductor
material are still unknown despite ongoing research. A good first step in analyzing
samples of U O2 would be to establish quality electrical contacts to the surface of the
substrate. While much is known in this area with regard to traditional
semiconductor materials such as silicon (Si) or germanium (Ge), there is little
research into what materials and processes form effective electrical contacts on U O2
substrates.

1.2

Research Objective and Overview
The primary objective of this research was to establish processes to determine

what metals could be deposited onto U O2 samples to serve as electrical contacts.
This would allow further work into determining its electronic properties and
ultimately its potential for use in creating solid-state devices. In facilitating this
primary objective, samples of hydrothermally grown U O2 were systematically
studied and used to answer the following questions:
1. Do any of the contact metals tested prove to form adequate ohmic electrical
junctions with the samples tested?
2. Were any important trends in the data collected deemed important or
provided useful information with regard to device fabrication?
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Two samples of U O2 were provided by AFRL for analysis and were reportedly of
n-type with crystal faces of (111) and (100). Several metal contacts were deposited
on the samples through direct-current magnetron sputtering (DCMS) which allowed
for analysis through current-voltage (I-V) measurements. Tungsten probes were
coated with single and binary-metals through DCMS which allowed for a
comparative analysis between contacts deposited to the surface of the U O2 samples
and mechanical contacts made to the surface with metal-sputtered probes. Efforts
were made to establish binary-metal sputtered probes of varying compositions to
attain a range of work function values. These probes allowed for a narrow look at
the effect of work function on barrier height within junctions made between the
metal probes and the U O2 substrate.
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II. Background

2.1

Chapter Overview
The purpose of this chapter is to provide a fundamental understanding of the

semiconductor physics that apply to metal-semiconductor (MS) junctions and to the
metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) system that is used widely in integrated circuit
design today. Current transport mechanisms in MS contacts, in addition to some
important considerations with regard to these contacts, and relevant
work/characteristics with respect to the U O2 samples used throughout this study
are reviewed. These concepts and information were utilized to provide a better
understanding of the work that has been accomplished with respect to using
uranium oxides to develop semiconductor devices and serves as a basis for future use
in developing solid-state neutron detectors.

2.2

Semiconductor Physics
An important aspect to first consider when explaining the functionality behind

semiconductor devices is how the materials differ from one another. Figure 1 [9]
depicts the relationship from an energy band diagram perspective. The figure is
pictured assuming these materials are sufficiently separated from one another, are
intrinsic or free from defects, there is no applied bias, and are at room temperature.
Metals are inherently the most conductive material. This is conveyed by means of
the overlapping valence and conduction bands that yields a non-existent energy
band gap (Eg ), which is simply the difference between the valence and conduction
band edges. The number of free carriers in each band also plays a role in
determining a material’s conductivity. The semiconductor in Figure 1 has a slightly
larger band gap, a mostly filled valence band, and a conduction band with a small
4

number of electrons which lends it to be semi-conductive. Lastly, the insulator has a
large band gap and a full valence band making it electrically non-conductive.

Figure 1. Energy band diagrams for a metal, semiconductor, and insulator [10].

The density of states in the conduction and valence bands, and the probability
of a carrier lying in one of these bands dictates a material’s ability to transfer
electrons between bands. Meaning, the smaller the band gap, the larger the density
of states and the higher the probability of an electron being in one of those bands,
the more conductive the material. The relationship in a semiconductor between
density of states g(E), the probability of an electron filling one of those states
fD (E), and the reference energy level Ef (Fermi energy level) is depicted in Figure 2
[11]. The graph in Figure 2(a) is plotted in accordance with the Fermi-Dirac
distribution function which has the form:

fD (E) =

1
(1 + exp[(E − Ef )/kT ]

(1)

and is known as the Fermi function. Ef is the Fermi level, k is Boltzmann’s
constant and T is temperature in degrees Kelvin. Figure 2(b) depicts the density of
allowed states in the valence and conduction bands and shows the absence of
allowed states between those two bands, this region is known as the forbidden
energy band gap (Eg ).
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Figure 2. (a) Fermi-Dirac probability distribution fD (E). (b) The density of allowed
states g(E). (c) Product of fD (E) and g(E) [12].

Figure 2(c) shows the product of the Fermi function and the density of states
g(E) and is representative of the density of carriers in the valence and conduction
bands in an intrinsic semiconductor. The density of electrons, n, in the conduction
band can be calculated by taking the product of g(E) and fD (E) and integrating
over the conduction band as shown in Equation 2 [11]. The same can be done for
density of holes,p, in the valence band by taking the product of g(E) and 1 − fD (E)
and integrating over the valence band as shown in Equation 3 [11].
ˆ
n=

g(E)fD (E)

(2)

g(E)[1 − fD (E)]

(3)

cb

ˆ
p=
vb
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Another aspect to consider with regard to semiconductor device physics is that
of doping or impurities within the substrate. Up to this point, the semiconductor
has been considered free of impurities (intrinsic), at thermal equilibrium and
without applied bias.

Figure 3. Fermi function overlaid on the density of states function to show the effects
of (a) n-type doping and (b) p-type on the densities of holes and electrons within the
valence and conduction bands of a semiconductor [9].

The effect of adding donor or acceptor atoms within a substrate is considered
doping and is defined as n-type and p-type dopant respectively. This can be seen
visually in Figure 3 where the Fermi function, density of states, and the product of
the two have been graphed to show the effect that n-type and p-type doping has on
the semiconductor [12]. In Figure 3(a) it can be seen that adding n-type dopant to
an intrinsic semiconductor results in the Fermi level shifting upward away from the
intrinsic Fermi level and towards the conduction band which shifts with it the
Fermi-Dirac distribution, thereby increasing the density of electrons in the
conduction band. Likewise, p-type doping shifts the Fermi level downward away
7

from the intrinsic Fermi level and toward the valence band which increases the
density of holes within the valence band. This concept is important as doping and
impurities within semiconductor devices enable their core functionality. Namely, an
intrinsic semiconductor can be made to excite electrons from the valence to the
conduction band but it can be very difficult, especially at ambient temperatures,
and even then, not efficiently enough for desired performance. The two main
performance driven effects of doping a semiconductor are that of electron (µn ) and
hole (µp ) mobilities and resistivity (ρ) within the semiconductor. Electron and hole
mobilities characterize how quickly electrons and holes travel through a substrate
when driven by an applied electric field. Resistivity relates directly to resistance (R)
within a thin film according to Equations 4 and 5,

ρ=

1
1
=
σ
q(µn n + µp p)

(4)

ρ W
∗
t L

(5)

R=

where σv is the conductivity, W the width, and L the length of a rectangular piece of
material with thickness t [4]. Doping leads to decreased resistivity/increased
conductivity but also leads to decreased mobilities, where p-type decreases hole
mobility and n-type decreases electron mobility. The relationship between mobility
and impurity concentration can be seen in Figure 4(a). The relationship between
resistivity and varying dopant density/type in silicon can be seen in Figure 4(b).
Depending on device functionality, resistivity and mobility can play a large part in
either helping or hindering device performance. Although doping is limited by the
densities of states at the edges of the valence and conduction band edges, denoted
NV and NC , typically doping is implemented in orders of magnitude less than that.
Doping to NV or NC is commonly known as degenerately doping and leads to a
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more metal-like energy band distribution, yielding a material that functions more
like a metal but with a much higher resistivity in comparison.

(a) Electron and hole mobilities versus total impurity concentration within silicon at 300◦ K.

(b) Dopant density within silicon at 300◦ K doped
with boron and phosphorous.
Figure 4. Impurity/dopant effects on mobility and resistivity [11].

The effects of temperature and of photons on semiconductor functionality are
9

important conditions to examine. Temperature’s effect is plainly seen in Equation 1,
where an increase in temperature leads to an increase in fD (E) directly affecting
Equations 2 and 3. This shows that an increase in temperature will lead to an
increase in electron concentration in the conduction band or hole concentration in
the valence band. The dependence of electron concentration on temperature is
illustrated in Figure 5 [11]. For most device applications, operation in the linear
regions on the graph is desirable as constant electron concentration translates into
stable and predictable behavior. In this particular case, this translates to operating
between 150°K- 550°K for silicon and between 75◦ K - 275°K for germanium.

Figure 5. Electron concentration versus temperature for n-type silicon and germanium.
Solid lines represent n-type and dashed lines intrinsic electron concentrations for each
of the substrates [11].

Electron and hole mobilities are also very dependent on temperature, which are
portrayed in Figure 6 [11], where the solid lines represent the electron
concentrations of n-type Ge and Si and the dashed lines represent the electron
concentrations of intrinsic Ge and Si. Photoconduction can have a similar effect on
10

electron concentration as incident photons can cause electrons to be excited into the
conduction band. This event relies on the photon to be of equal or greater energy as
compared to the energy band gap of the material absorbing the photons. In silicon,
this requires a photon energy of approximately 1.1 eV which correlates to a photon
in the far infrared regime.

(a) Electron mobility versus temperature.

(b) Hole mobility versus temperature.

Figure 6. Effects of temperature on electron and hole mobility in Si [11].

Lastly, velocity limitations with respect to mobile carrier motion is taken into
account. The net carrier velocity with an applied bias is known as the drift velocity.
Drift velocity is linearly dependent on the field strength and dictates the speed at
which holes and electrons are able to move through a semiconductor under an
applied field. Drift velocity reaches saturation at around 107 cm/s in silicon [11].

2.3

Metal-Semiconductor Junction
This section will look at the interaction between a metal and semiconductor

when brought into intimate contact. Standalone behavior still applies and all the
11

guiding physics are still valid, despite this, the results of creating a
metal-semiconductor (MS) junction are unique. A good starting point for this topic
involves looking at the ideal energy band diagram shown in Figure 7 which shows
the energy bands of gold and an n-type silicon substrate [11]. One important item
to note is that both materials have different Fermi levels that are independent of
one another, indicating that these two materials are not in physical contact with
one another.
E0 is simply a reference energy level, much like Ef , and corresponds to the
energy of free space and is often referred to as the vacuum energy level. It is useful
in describing the work functions of the metal and semiconductor ΦM and ΦS , which
are simply the difference in the Fermi level and the vacuum level as depicted in
Figure 7. Physically, Φ can be defined as the thermodynamic work required to move
an electron from the vacuum just outside of a material to within it, where the
electron goes to the Fermi level on average. The electron affinity, χ, can be
described as the energy obtained by moving an electron from the vacuum just
outside of a material to the bottom of the conduction band just inside the material.
The work function of metal is considered constant and is dependent on the type of
metal being looked at, whereas the work function of the semiconductor is highly
dependent on the type and level of impurities present in the material. The electron
affinity, χ, is considered a constant of the semiconductor as it ideally does not
change with doping and is calculated as the difference between the vacuum level E0
and conduction band edge EC .
When bringing these two materials in contact with one another, certain
interactions take place to form the junction and the corresponding energy band
diagram can be depicted as in Figure 8 [11]. It is important to note that the silicon
is n-type and the work function of the metal is larger than that of the semiconductor
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Figure 7. Ideal individual energy band diagrams for gold (a) and silicon (b) with
continuous vacuum level E0 [11].

as this will ultimately dictate the behavior of the band diagram and is essential to
the explanation of the junction formation. Variations of those parameters will yield
different behavior of this junction which will be discussed in further depth later.

Figure 8. Ideal energy band diagram of metal-semiconductor junction between gold
and n-type silicon [11].

When contact between the metal and semiconductor is first accomplished, there
is a flow of electrons from semiconductor to metal until they reach equilibrium,
resulting in a single Fermi level and positive charge of semiconductor with respect
to the metal. This, along with the difference in the work function of the metal and
electron affinity in the semiconductor cause an electrical barrier to form at the
junction, the height of which can be calculated according to Equation 6 for a n-type
13

(ΦBn ) semiconductor and Equation 7 for a p-type (ΦBp ) [11].

ΦBn = ΦM − χ

(6)

ΦBp = Eg + χ − ΦM

(7)

While Figure 8 is at equilibrium and has no applied bias, it is important to
consider the effects on the energy band diagram of an applied forward and reverse
bias. Common convention dictates Forward bias (FB) being defined as a positive
charge being placed on the metal and negative charge on the semiconductor
(Va > 0). Reverse bias (RB) being defined as the opposite of forward (Va < 0). An
applied FB causes a decrease in the voltage drop across the space charge region in
the semiconductor, causing the barrier height to decrease. An applied RB causes an
increase in the voltage drop across the space charge region in the semiconductor,
causing the barrier height to increase. This is depicted visually in Figure 9 [11].

Figure 9. Ideal energy band diagram of metal-semiconductor junction under an applied
forward (a) and reverse (b) bias [11].

This functionality is the basis of the design of MS junction devices and, as
previously stated, changes with p/n-type substrates and differences in the work
functions of the metal and electron affinity of the semiconductor. The effect on the
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band diagram due to these differences is outlined in Figure 10 [11]. In an n-type
semiconductor, when ΦS < ΦM , the result is a blocking or barrier effect which allows
current easily in one direction and not the other. These devices are widely known as
Schottky barriers or diodes after Walter Schottky due to his contributions in this
field of study. When ΦS > ΦM , the result is an ohmic contact, which has a linear
behavior that follows Ohm’s law, and allows current to flow easily in both directions.

Figure 10. Ideal energy band diagrams of metal-semiconductor junctions depicting
conditions required for ohmic and blocking behavior based on n-type and p-type
semiconductors[11].

The current versus applied voltage (Va ) is plotted in Figure 11 for an ideal
Schottky diode and an ohmic contact and is a good depiction of how these two
junctions differ graphically.
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Figure 11. I-V curve for Schottky diode, PN junction diode, and for an ohmic contact.

In an ohmic contact, the current is proportional to the voltage offering a
straight-forward interpretation of resistance within the MS junction. A large
positive (steeper) slope indicates a lower resistance allowing a larger maximum
current through the junction, the reverse can be said of a smaller positive slope. In
Schottky junctions, however, voltage is not proportional to current which makes
analysis of this relationship less intuitive. Contacts can be, and typically are, some
variation between an Ohmic junction and Schottky barrier and often are described
as being more or less Schottky/Ohmic in nature.

2.4

Current Transport Mechanisms for Metal-Semiconductor Contacts
The means to which carriers can overcome the potential barrier in a MS junction

dictate the device’s overall behavior. As depicted in Figure 12 below, the various
modes of carrier transport are outlined with their representative I-V curves. As can
be seen in Figure 12(a), junctions with low doping, (< 1015 cm3 in Si), result in a
junction with a very-wide depletion width xd . Having such a wide depletion width
results in carriers having to surmount the junction barrier with an applied bias
greater than the built-in barrier. These devices are also known as Schottky or
16

blocking junctions/diodes, in which the potential barrier occurs due to differences in
the work function of the metal and electron affinity of the semiconductor as can be
seen in Equations 6 &7 above. The resulting current is given by [13]:

I(VD ) = IS [exp(

qVD
) − 1]
nkT

(8)

qΦB
)
kT

(9)

IS = A∗ T 2 exp(−
A∗ = (

4πqm∗ k 2
)
h3

(10)

where k is the Boltzmann constant, h is Planck’s constant, T the absolute
temperature, A∗ the effective Richardson constant, VD is the voltage drop across the
ideal diode, n an ideality factor, q the unit electron charge, m∗ the carrier effective
mass, and ΦB the Schottky barrier height. The ideality factor, n, accounts for
deviations in ideal Schottky behavior which most diodes exhibit experimentally.
The parameter is equal to 1 ideally and increases in value for non-ideal differences in
current transport and is predicted to be larger than 1.2 for undoped organic
semiconductors [14]. IS is known as the saturation current and is a small current
due to the motion of minority carriers occurring during an applied reverse-bias.
Figure 12 (b) represents a slightly higher doping than that of (a) designated as
“medium” doping (1017 cm3 -1018 cm3 in Si) which results in a slightly lower and
narrower barrier. In this region, the electrons thermally tunnel through the thin
barrier created at the upper end of the conduction band which typically begins to
occur when the barrier width is on the order of single-digit nanometers. The
behavior begins to deviate from ideal Schottky behavior and gradually becomes
more ohmic in nature. As doping increases and the semiconductor becomes
very-heavily doped (> 1019 cm3 in Si) xd decreases to a few nanometers allowing
carriers to tunnel directly through the barrier. This results in symmetric current
17

flow in the FB and RB regions forming a junction ohmic in nature without strictly
relying on barrier lowering. This process is known as direct tunneling and is
accomplished intentionally to avoid interface or surface states from causing a
depletion zone in the semiconductor when a metal is brought into contact [15].

Figure 12. Current transport mechanisms for metal-semiconductor contacts. Metal/nsemiconductor pictured.

Taking the non-ideal diode equation describe previously and defining the voltage
drop across the diode (VD ) in terms of the applied voltage (Va ) and current (I)
where VD = Va –IRS due to the voltage drop caused by RS , Equation 8 can now be
written in terms of Va as:

I(Va ) = IS [exp(

q(Va − IRS )
) − 1]
nkT

where IS was previously defined as the saturation current.
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(11)

2.5

Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor System
Incorporating an oxide layer in between the metal and semiconductor layers of

the junction describe in Figure 7, will yield a metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS)
structure. This structure is highly important in IC technology because it allows for
the design of much more complex devices using planar silicon technology. The best
way to look at the MOS system is by first looking at the energy band diagrams for
the individual and joined structures as was done with the MS system. The
respective diagrams for these can be seen in Figure 13 and Figure 14[11].

Figure 13. Ideal individual energy band diagrams for aluminum, silicon dioxide, and
p-type silicon with continuous vacuum level E0 [11].

To preface this topic, it is important to note that the silicon is of p-type as this
plays a large part in device behavior as it did in the MS junction. In fact, the
energy band diagrams under equilibrium are very similar. However, due to the oxide
layer, charges do not flow freely between the metal and semiconductor as they did
with the MS junction. This oxide region now functions more like a dielectric layer
between a capacitor with metal and semiconductor plates. This results in a positive
charge at the surface of the metal and negative charge at the surface of the silicon.
The energy difference in both materials results in a voltage drop across the oxide
19

region. The structure now has a continuous Fermi level resulting in the band
bending effect seen previously in Figure 8.

Figure 14. Ideal energy band diagram of MOS junction between aluminum, silicon
dioxide, and p-type silicon [11].

By applying a bias between the metal and semiconductor of a MOS structure, a
true difference of these devices compared to the MS junction can be seen. These
bias voltages with respect to the flat-band voltage of the device ultimately dictate
the different modes the MOS junction is operating in. Flat-band voltage (VF B ) is
simply the difference in the work functions of the metal and semiconductor and
characteristic of the flattening/shifting of bands and Fermi levels in the band
diagram as can be seen in Figure 15 and calculated in Equation 12 [11].

VF B = ΦM − ΦS
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(12)

Figure 15. Energy band diagram of MOS junction between aluminum, silicon dioxide,
and p-type silicon under flat-band applied bias conditions [11].

The different modes, defined as surface charge conditions, are defined with
respect to the flat-band voltage and the voltage applied to the metal gate contact
and are functions of the applied gate voltage (VG ) and surface carrier density. The
different modes will not be delved into but simply stated as being accumulation,
depletion, and inversion. The different modes and required conditions can be seen in
Table 1[11].
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Table 1. MOS surface charge conditions for p-type silicon [11]

2.6

Important Considerations Regarding Contacts
When looking at the contact theory directly applicable to this study, two

properties that seemed distinctly important when selecting metals were with respect
to thermal and mechanical properties. These are not the only factors that play a
substantial role in dictating contact behavior but did appear to be the driving ones
with respect to this study. These concepts are looked at further in this section as
well as possible strategies to mitigate any problems associated with them. In some
cases, heating may have desirable effects as it does in the case of reducing surface
roughness whereas in others it may have undesired effects such as varying resistivity
and changing the physical structure of the alloys [16]. Acceptable temperature
ranges are materially dependent and can vary based on composition of the alloys
being looked at. A lot of information can be gained regarding this matter by
studying phase diagrams for the alloys and looking at physical properties, such as
thermal conductivity of the metals being used to form the alloys. For instance, in
[17] it was found that for co-sputtered Au-Pt thin films that although alloys ranging
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across all platinum contents were single-phased, they were ultimately metastable
and characteristics of the alloys within the miscibility gap changed after being
cycled over time. Despite not being directly attributed to heating by the authors, it
could easily be theorized that thermal effects could be, at least in part, the cause.
Mechanical effects, more specifically surface roughness, play a large part in
dictating contact behavior and performance. Analogous to surface roughness,
contact asperities or peaks are problematic because when two surfaces come into
contact with one another there are now multiple smaller contacts. This phenomenon
is depicted graphically in Figure 16 below which shows a profile view of two surfaces
with contact asperities meeting one another with more (bottom) or less (top) force.

Figure 16. Two surfaces with asperities making contact [18].

Asperities can be problematic in that they provide the only conducting paths for
the transfer of electrical current and increase the overall resistance of the contact
[19]. Calculating ideal contact resistance, assuming perfectly smooth surfaces and a
good ohmic contact, could be done in the same manner as bulk resistance. Equation
13 below can be used to calculate this resistance where ρC is the specific contact
resistivity of the material and A the surface area of the contact. In practice, contact
resistance is generally derived experimentally as it is difficult to accurately derive
RC computationally.
RC = (
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ρC
)
A

(13)

Ideal calculations become less intuitive considering the effects contact asperities
introduce. Figure 17 illustrates the effect asperities have on the overall surface area
of the contact [19]. The individual peaks of varying radii, or apparent radius (ra ),
are transformed into a total effective radius (ref f ). Although a seemingly easy
concept, the difficulties become inherent when trying to measure ra or calculate ref f
but are only an issue with really small contact areas as variation caused by this
effect become negligible with increasing contact area. Aside from constricting
electrical paths, it is important to realize that contact asperities also inhibit the
ability of the contact region to dissipate heat which can lead to further undesired
thermal effects discussed earlier in this section. It is clear now why these asperities
should be mitigated as much as possible.

Figure 17. Contact asperities as an effective radius [20].

2.7

Uranium Dioxide
2.7.1

Atomic Structure, Material and Electrical Characterization.

The purpose of this section is to outline basic information about the atomic
structure of uranium dioxide (U O2 ) and to cover previous work by [21] and [2] on the
material and electrical characterization of hydrothermally grown samples of U O2 .
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The atomic structure of stoichiometric uranium dioxide can be seen in Figure 18
below and depicts the fluorite crystal structure with oxygen portrayed as the darker
simple-cubic (SC) oriented atoms in the center of the unit cell and the uranium
atoms (white) being configured in a face-centered cubic (FCC) manner surrounding
the SC oxygen atoms. At room temperature, stoichiometric U O2 is known to have
an O/U ratio of 2.000±.001 and a lattice parameter (ao ) of 547.081

±

0.008 pm [22].

Hydrothermally synthesized U O2 crystals grown with the same process as those
looked at in this study, have a measured lattice parameter of 547.03

±

0.06 pm and

stoichiometry near U O2.003 [5].

Figure 18. Unit cell of fluorite-structured U O2 . The smaller uranium atoms (grey)
are located in the face-centered cubic (FCC) orientation surrounding the larger oxygen
atoms (red) oriented in a simple cubic (SC) configuration [2].

Electrical characterization of hydrothermally grown crystals via various
techniques provided crucial data in determining contact behavior and analysis of
data collected on samples of U O2 used in this study. In [23] the photoelectric work
function, ΦP ES , was determined by x-ray photoemission on hydrothermally grown
U O2 samples of (100) and (111) orientation. The measurements took place over a
period of time with initial values of 5.56 eV and 5.66 eV for the (100) and (111)
samples respectively. Maximum values of the measured work functions were
25

determined to be those of the stoichiometric U O2 surfaces at 5.80 eV (100) and 6.28
eV (111) with an associated uncertainty of

±

.36 eV. In [21], a study was done on

hydrothermally grown s.c. U O2 to determine the mobility, carrier concentration,
and conductivity of the samples. Hall measurements yielded the sample to be
n-type with a carrier concentration (n) of 1.68x1016 ± 0.8x1016 cm−3 , conductivity
(σ) of 5.7x10−3 ± 0.3x10−3 Ω − cm−1 , and mobility (μ) of 2.5 ± 1.3cm2 ∗ V −1 s−1 .
In [2], a contact study was accomplished with the goal of finding suitable metals
for making contacts on a U O2 substrate. It was determined that the best approach
was to first look at the work functions of candidate metals, the electronegativity (χ)
of U O2 , and the MS junction theory to predict whether candidate metals would
form ohmic or Schottky type contacts. Using 2.1

±

.1 eV as the bandgap energy

(Eg ) of U O2 [24], the electronegativity was resolved through flat-band
approximation to be 4.2 eV (111) and 3.7 eV (100) both with a standard deviation
of

±

.4 eV. The other factor taken into consideration was that of lattice mismatch

between the substrate and contact metal. A candidate was considered suitable if it
was within 10% of U O2 ’s lattice constant of 5.471 Å or sub-lattice cell spacing of
3.87 Å. Metals were also identified as being potentially ohmic or Schottky based on
being within 10% of the required work function to establish the respective contact
type. The contact metals looked at and information from the previously discussed
methodology are contained in Table 2 below where the parenthetical value following
the contact type in the two rightmost columns indicates the order of best agreement
based on potential barrier as calculated using Equations 6 and 7.
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Table 2. Candidate metals for electrical contacts [2].

Although data was not provided to solidify the nature of samples UO2-T-152a
and UO2-T-64a used in this study, it will be assumed that what was reported to the
experimenter of this study is valid. With regard to the crystallographic information,
it was reported that the single-crystal (s.c.) nature and orientation of the U O2
samples were resolved using x-ray diffraction (XRD). Analysis of collected XRD
data reportedly showed that sample UO2-T-64a was of (100) crystal orientation and
sample UO2-T-152a to be of (111) orientation and further solidified their s.c.
nature. Due to the similar growth processes and conditions used, the type and
electrical characteristics for the samples outlined earlier in this section were assumed
to be representative of those used in this study. Repeatable hall measurements were
unable to be conducted as it was assumed to be a result, at least in part, of poor
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contacts made to the U O2 substrate. Any analysis going forward in this document
will use these assumptions and samples referred to as (100) and (111) will refer to
UO2-T-64a and UO2-T-152a unless specified otherwise. Another important aspect
to consider is the formation of oxide layers other than U O2 known to develop on the
surface over time. These oxides, such as U3 O8 , U3 O7 , and U4 O9 , can cause
significant changes across the substrate surface as urania oxides’ electrical
characteristics are known to be highly dependent on the oxide’s O/U ratio [25, 26].

2.7.2

Electronic Band Structure.

Despite the convenience of classifying U O2 as a traditional semiconductor
material, there have been many studies that characterize the material as being a 5f
Mott-Hubbard insulator [27, 28, 29]. Due to differences in electron transport of
Mott-Hubbard insulators and the band structure of U O2 , traditional band-theory
pertaining to semiconductors cannot be used directly to model it. A useful
comparison between Mott-Hubbard insulators and semiconductors can be seen in
Figure 19 which depicts the energy band diagram for Mott-Hubbard insulators.
Localized density of states are identified as the upper Hubbard band (UHB) and
lower Hubbard band (LHB) with energy levels at the edges of these bands being
identified as Eu and El respectively and the difference in those energy levels being
the energy gap (Eg ) [30].
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Figure 19. Energy band diagram of a Mott-Hubbard insulator. Adapted from [30].

The electronic band structure of single-crystal U O2 has been studied extensively
and can be seen depicted in Figure 20 below [24]. Localized density of states (DOS)
are identified with a large band centered at approximately 5 eV from U 5f and U 6d
contributions, a large band centered at ∼-5 eV from O 2p contributions, along with
a narrow band at ∼-1 eV from both O 2p and U 5f contributions [31]. The
previously described band structure designations can be pictured on Figure 20 to
show the energy band diagram of U O2 modeled as a Mott-Hubbard insulator. This
translation is straightforward with the edges of the bands, El and Eu , existing at
either side of ∆Eg however, in the case of U O2 there exists an interim energy band
between the UHB and LHB.
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Figure 20. U O2 density of states as determined by XPS and BIS [24].
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III. Experiment

The purpose of this section is to describe the processes and techniques employed
during experimentation conducted as a part of this study. The overall goal of
experimentation was to determine ideal contact metals for use on U O2 substrate
material. There were several steps involved in the experimentation process, a list of
the steps and brief overview of these steps in execution order were as follows:
1. Selection of candidate metals to be deposited onto U O2 samples and tungsten
probes - Involved a review of published candidate metals’ work function values
and phase diagrams for co-sputtered films, leading to the selection of
single-metal and binary-metal film compositions to be deposited on the
respective substrates.
2. Metallization of probes and U O2 substrates - Offers an overview of the
sputtering processes utilized for both substrates and outlines the deposited
contact layout on U O2 samples.
3. Energy dispersive spectroscopy - Provided quantitative elemental analysis of
deposited binary-metal films allowing for confirmation of target compositions.
4. Work function measurements - Walks through the surface work function
measurements performed on various single and binary-metal sputtered
substrates.
5. Rapid thermal annealing treatments - Looks at the process used to thermally
treat sputtered probes and the statistical design used to determine the
treatment’s effect on work function.
6. Current versus voltage measurements on U O2 contacts - Covers the different
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methods in which I-V measurements were taken on the U O2 samples that
allowed for contact analysis.
Information obtained from the experimentation conducted in this section is novel in
approach and could prove to be of great value due to the limited number of studies
of this nature pertaining to U O2 . Despite any limitations or specificity to the
samples used in this study, the processes and techniques utilized can serve as a
template for research going forward.

3.1

Selection of Candidate Metals
The following section outlines the procedure utilized in selecting candidate

metals to be co-sputtered on tungsten probes and contact metals to be deposited to
U O2 samples as part of this study and was adapted from a contact study by [32].
The general process followed was: (1) study the known work function values for
possible candidate metals, (2) review proposed metals’ binary phase diagrams to
ensure equilibrium miscibility or stable dual-phase combinations, and (3) determine
suitable ratios to obtain desired work function values.
Expected work function values from literature (ΦExp ) for each of the candidate
metals is shown in Table 3. Values were obtained from [11],[33],[34], and [35]. Work
function values for some elements have a wide range due to varying factors such as
the lattice orientation and growth method of samples, as well as measurement
techniques and deposition method utilized. An average work function value (ΦAvg )
was calculated and included in the table to aid in selecting candidate metals. Once
candidate metals were selected, work function values of sputter targets and
single-metal sputtered films were measured and used to calculate predicted work
function values of co-sputtered films. A look at the effects of deposition thicknesses
and annealing treatments on work function values were also briefly investigated with
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platinum and gold-platinum coated probes respectively.
Table 3. Known work function values for candidate metals

Element ΦExp (eV)
Ag
4.0-4.3
Al
4.06-4.26
Au
4.75-5.45
Co
4.4-5.1
Cu
4.4-4.7
Mo
4.0-4.75
Mg
3.66
Ni
4.5-5.25
Pd
4.9-5.65
Pt
5.2-5.8
W
4.65-5.99

ΦAvg (eV)
4.15
4.16
4.93
4.75
4.55
4.38
3.66
4.88
5.28
5.50
5.32

One important aspect considered was the information obtained from binary alloy
phase diagrams. Phase diagrams help to determine where different ratios of metals
exist in different states (liquid, solid, hetero/homogeneous) and at what
temperatures. Single-phase regions and miscibility gaps can be identified using the
phase diagrams. This was an important consideration as single-phase alloys were
desired due to their ability to maintain their metal alloy crystal structures at
elevated temperatures. If at all possible, miscibility gaps and two-phase regions were
avoided to ensure reliable/repeatable deposition and to avoid brittle, highly resistive
intermetallic compounds from being formed [36].
Phase diagrams referenced in the following section are located in Figures 49-53
within Appendix A. The gold-platinum phase diagram in Figure 49 shows two
stable phases below 1260°C and greater than ∼15% Au concentration. Au
concentrations below 15% result in single phase Au-Pt alloys. Figure 50 shows the
gold-silver phase relationship where single-phase solid solution alloys exist across
silver concentrations from 0-100% and the melting point changes from 961.93°C to
1064.43°C respectively. Reviewing the Au-Pd phase diagram in Figure 51, it
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appears that concentrations of Pd below 40% and above 60% appear to be relatively
stable single-phase alloys with two other miscibility gaps at temperatures between
600°C and 900°C. The Au-Mg and Ag-Mg phase diagrams in Figures 52 and 53
appear to be slightly more convoluted than those previously discussed. There are a
range of phases across the Au-Mg spectrum but it appears that stable single-phase
alloys occur from ∼35% Au to ∼70% Au concentrations. The melting point of Mg is
650°C which is substantially lower than the other metals looked at in this study. An
interesting phenomenon appears to take place at around a 50% Au concentration
where the melting point of the alloy rises above both that of Mg and Au at 1150°C.
Figure 53 depicts the phase relationship between Ag-Mg alloys and appears to show
stable single-phase alloys occurring from ∼30% Mg to ∼75% Mg concentrations.
Again, a very similar phenomenon to that of the Au-Mg phase diagram occurs
around the 50% Ag concentration where the melting point of the alloy raises
abruptly to 820°C then decreases rapidly thereafter.
Taking work function ranges and insight gained from binary phase diagrams into
consideration, it seemed reasonable that in order to obtain a range of work function
values by varying the ratio of single metals being used to co-sputter that using Au,
Pt, Ag, and Mg would be suitable choices. A range of atomic percentages of each of
the metals to be co-sputtered were established with possible binary alloy films as
follows: Au-30%Ag, Au-60%Ag, Au-10%Pt, Au-30%Pt, Au-75%Pt, Au-35%Mg, and
Au-65%Mg. All of the alloys were expected to be single-phased with the exception
of the alloys falling within miscibility gaps as identified on their respective phase
diagrams. Those falling within miscibility gaps were expected to form stable or
metastable dual-phase alloys.
After reviewing candidate metal work function values and the contact study
discussed previously in Section 2.7, single metals were chosen for deposition on
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n-type U O2 substrate samples, UO2-T-152a and UO2-T-64a. The metals chosen
were as follows: Ag, Al, Au, Pt, and W. The deposition method and related
processes are described further in the following section.

3.2

Metallization
As part of the research on metal-thin film work functions, it was necessary to

deposit metal on to the different substrates being analyzed. Throughout the course
of this research, the method utilized for thin-metal deposition was direct-current
magnetron sputtering (DCMS). DCMS is a thin-film physical vapor deposition
technique where a target material is bombarded with ionized gas molecules, known
as plasma, with sufficient energy to displace clusters of atoms, effectively
“sputtering” these atoms off of the target which then condense on the desired
substrate and walls of the vacuum chamber [37]. Figure 21 shows the physical
configuration of the DCMS hardware and overall sputtering process. Co-sputtering
is where two or more target materials are sputtered simultaneously and can be used
to produce thin-film alloys or composites.
Single-metal thin films were deposited on silicon substrates, glass slides, and
tungsten probes from ≥99.99% pure Ag, Al, Au, Co, Cu, Mg, Mo, Ni, Pt, and W
targets in a custom-built Kurt J. Lesker DC magnetron sputtering system. A mass
flow regulated argon sputtering pressure of 5 mTorr and substrate rotation speed of
5 RPM was used for all depositions. Substrate materials were 75 mm diameter and
380 μm thick test-grade silicon disc wafers, glass slides, and Signatone SE-20TB
tungsten probes. Glass slides measured 1 mm in thickness and approximately 625
mm2 in surface area. Tungsten probes had a measured tip diameter of 20 μm, shank
diameter of 20 mil, and an overall length of 1.25”. Substrates were placed on a
water-cooled substrate holder without external heating and probes mounted
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Figure 21. Diagram of DC magnetron sputtering process [38].

vertically in a metal shadow mask to ensure uniform coverage during deposition.
By characterizing single metal deposition first, it allowed for a straight-forward
approach for determining ideal power settings to obtain desired ratios for the
co-sputtered binary alloys. Depositions were performed at 35, 50, 100, 200, 300, and
350 W forward cathode power settings depending on sputtering target
size/composition. Film thicknesses were then measured with a Tencor P-10 surface
profilometer and deposition rates were calculated. Single-metal deposition rates
based on cathode power are listed in Table 10 in Appendix A. Increased
power/decreased deposition times were used only for deposition rate calibration in
order to determine optimal sputter powers to obtain desired alloy combinations.
This data was then plotted, curve fitted to determine deposition rate vs. cathode
power, and used to estimate power levels that would yield desired film thicknesses.
Power settings and deposition rates for co-sputtered films are listed in Table 11 in
Appendix A. Deposited thicknesses varied between 300 nm – 600 nm for Si wafers,
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200 nm – 600 nm for glass slides, and 430 nm – 600 nm for the tungsten probes.
Depositions of Pt on tungsten probes were conducted with thicknesses ranging
between 55-500 nm in order to determine film thickness’ effect on work function.
In order to perform electrical characterization of the U O2 , it was necessary to
deposit metal contacts. The DCMS process was used to lay down contact materials
of Ag, Al, Au, Pt, and W. To avoid changing any chemical or structural properties
of the U O2 substrate, a process known as shadow masking was used to form uniform
contacts and to mask the substrate from being coated in unwanted areas. The
desired contact layout to be achieved through shadow masking can be seen in Figure
22.

Figure 22. Diagram of shadow mask contact layout on U O2 .

Nominal contact thickness was 250 nm with a diameter of 200 μm each
separated by 500 μm vertical and horizontal distance between contacts. Contacts
were laid down in such a manner to allow for current-voltage (I-V) measurements to
be performed between like metals and between combinations of the different metals.
The as-deposited contacts can be seen in Figure 23. Measured substrate thickness
for both samples were 1 mm, a scale is provided as a reference of the overall surface
area.
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Figure 23. As-deposited metal contacts on U O2 substrates.

3.3

Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy
Energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) is an analytical technique used for

chemical or elemental analysis of a sample and is typically utilized in conjunction
with a scanning electron microscope (SEM) [39]. Its functionality is based on the
fact that each element has a unique atomic structure that corresponds to a unique
set of emitted x-ray peaks when bombarded by the electron beam within the SEM.
EDS is capable of accurately detecting elements from atomic number Z=4 (Be) to
Z=92 (U). The x-ray peaks occur at specific energy levels and are characteristic of
the element from which it was emitted. These peaks collected across a range of
energies are known as the EDS spectra, an example of this spectra taken on a glass
sample containing Si, O, Ca, Al, Fe, and Ba is depicted in Figure 24. When used to
perform quantitative analysis, x-ray counts are collected at each characteristic
energy level which are used to calculate the concentration of each element within a
sample.
For this research, all EDS measurements were conducted in a FEI Quanta 450
SEM equipped with an EDAX EDS system with an acceleration voltage setting of
10 kV and a target working distance of 10 mm.
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Figure 24. EDS spectrum of glass which includes Si, O, Ca, Al, Fe and Ba [40].

3.4

Work Function Measurements
Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) is an electrical measurement technique

that is able to resolve the work function of metal and semiconductor sample surfaces
by translating electrostatic forces imposed between a sample and the cantilever tip
of an atomic force microscope (AFM) into a contact potential difference (CPD).
The overall functionality of the KPFM measurement technique is based on a simple
parallel-plate capacitor model as shown in Figure 25 below.

Figure 25. KPFM measurement parallel-plate capacitor model and equivalent circuit
[41].

The AFM tip and sample form opposing plates of the capacitor with an air
dielectric. Looking at the equivalent circuit, V represents the potential difference
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between the CPD (VCP D ) and the voltage applied to the tip. The electrostatic force
(FES ) between the tip and sample is given by:

FES (z, t) = −

1 δC(z) 2
δU
=−
V
δz
2 δz

(14)

where z is the direction normal to the sample surface, U the energy stored in a
capacitor, and δC/δz the gradient of the capacitance between the tip and sample
surface. By applying an AC (VAC ) voltage to the AFM tip and DC (VDC ) voltage to
either the AFM tip or sample, V can now be expressed as:

V = (VDC ±VCP D ) + VAC sin(ωt)

(15)

where ω represents the resonant frequency of the AFM cantilever. By substituting
V into Equation 14, Equation 16 below describes the behavior of FES , the force that
causes the tip to oscillate during CPD measurement.

FES (z, t) = −

1 ∂C(z)
[(VDC ±VCP D ) + VAC sin(ωt)]2
2 ∂z

(16)

During amplitude-modulated KPFM (AM-KPFM) measurements, VDC is
adjusted through a potential feedback loop to nullify the oscillating electrical forces
originating from CPD between the tip and surface (i.e. setting VDC = VCP D ) [42].
The overall AM-KPFM measurement process can be seen in Figure 26 where the
area outlined as AM-KPFM represents the feedback and lock-in amplifier circuit
and the other being the AFM process itself.
During surface scans, the cantilever tip operates in a tapping contact mode to
map out the surface topography. Tapping mode is then turned off and the cantilever
is moved to a set distance above the mapped surface as depicted by the dashed line
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Figure 26. Diagram of AM-KPFM functionality [41].

in Figure 26, this ensures a set distance between the parallel-plates as described in
the capacitor model previously. VAC and VDC are applied to the tip/sample surface
as previously described and the feedback circuit adjusts VDC to match VCP D which
causes FES to equal 0 and tip oscillation to cease. VCP D is now measured through
use of the lock- in amplifier across the surface of the sample. The differential work
function between the tip and sample surface can be resolved by Equation 17 [42],

VCP D =

(Φtip − Φsample )
(−e)

(17)

where Φsample and Φtip are the work functions of the sample surface and tip
respectively and e is the electron charge. Since VCP D has been measured, in order to
find Φsample all that is needed is Φtip . The tip work function can be determined by
taking a CPD measurement with a sample of known work function. In the case of
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this study, a reference sample of highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) with a
known work function, ΦHOP G = 4.6 eV, was used and Φtip now could be calculated
using Equation 18 and Φsample by substituting the value for Φtip in Equation 19.

Φtip = ΦHOP G − (e ∗ VCP D )

(18)

Φsample = Φtip + (e ∗ VCP D )

(19)

Measurements of ΦHOP G were taken in between each subsequent sample
measurement as there was some anticipation of the AFM tip wearing during scan
and re-scans of sample surfaces. A layer of HOPG was removed at the beginning of
each set of measurements to ensure the tip work function was accurately calculated.
The frequent measurements on HOPG were done in order to accommodate for and
track any changes in work function of the AFM tip over time. It also provided a
consistent reference point for subsequent measurements, i.e. if the tip work function
changed drastically from measurement to measurement it could be an indication of
severe tip degradation or need for equipment calibration to ensure integrity of data
being collected.
For this research, all KPFM measurements were conducted in a Bruker
Dimension Icon AFM equipped with DDESP-V2 electrical probes with conductive
diamond tip coating. All equipment and samples were contained within an air-tight
glove box enclosure filled with nitrogen and incorporated equipment to maintain O2
and H2 O levels to provide an inert measurement environment.

3.5

Rapid Thermal Annealing Treatments
Studies, such as the one by [43], have proven that annealing after the deposition

of co-sputtered alloys can greatly decrease grain size, reduce surface roughness, and
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other physical properties of the alloys. It is easy to postulate that rapid thermal
annealing (RTA) treatments could cause a change in the work function of sputtered
thin-metals due to the change in physical properties.
A brief study on the effects of RTA treatments on the work function of
co-sputtered probes with varied Au-Pt content was performed. Solaris 150 RTA
hardware utilizing a lamp-based heating element was used to treat sputtered probes.
It was capable of rapidly heating probes to temperatures as high as 1250°C for a
duration of time. Probes were removed from the RTA system after allowing the
absorbed heat to dissipate. Since the system allowed for users to select predefined
recipes based on desired time and temperature, these were chosen as controllable
treatment factors for the experiment. Platinum content was also treated as a factor
as probes were sputtered with high and low percentages of platinum. After
reviewing the phase diagram in Figure 49 and conferring with a subject matter
expert, high and low settings for temperature and time were chosen. Settings for
RTA time, temperature, and platinum content are outlined in Table 4 below.
Table 4. High and low RTA factor settings

Factors
Low (-1) High (+1)
Pt Content (%)
13
77
RTA Temp (°C)
750
1000
RTA Time (s)
30
60
For the experiment, three factors were investigated at two levels each. The
number of runs were limited by the availability of samples and so a half-factorial
23−1 design was used. This design allowed for a total of four runs and was the most
efficient way to provide information about the effects of the factors in the
experiment while determining which factors significantly affected the mean
response, work function [44].
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3.6

Current Versus Voltage Measurements
In order to properly analyze current-voltage (I-V) measurements, it is imperative

to first understand the device being characterized. When looking at the metal
contacts deposited onto the U O2 samples as described in the Section 3.2, the
current transport mechanisms in MS junctions described previously becomes a
useful reference when analyzing the resulting graphs.
For this research, I-V measurements were conducted in three different scenarios:
“bulk” - through a deposited metal contact to ground via the U O2 substrate, “bulk
probe” - through a sputtered metal probe to ground via the U O2 substrate, and
“contact-to-contact” - through one deposited metal contact, the U O2 substrate and
to ground via the second deposited metal contact. Each of these scenarios are
depicted below in Figures 27-28, where the test stand probes can be seen making
mechanical contact with either the substrate surface or deposited metal contacts.
Probes, or the metal chuck in the case of bulk measurements, are labeled as either
“Probe Hi” or “Probe Lo” and are indicative of the applied bias on that probe.
An important consideration with respect to I-V measurements is the error
introduced due to differences in effective contact area. All deposited metal contacts
were assumed to be of ideal contact size and placement as illustrated in Figure 22 in
Section 3.2. For purposes of this study, variations in effective contact area of probes
were considered to be due to angle of incidence of the probe tip to the substrate
surface, differences in tip radius of unsputtered and sputtered probes, and varied
force used to apply probes to the substrate. With regard to angle of incidence and
force applied to probes, due to the design of experimental setup, there was no
straightforward method to ensure identical angles and force applied between probes
and substrates across all of the measurements taken. Efforts to consistently place
probes were striven for and it was assumed that any differences in these parameters
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had negligible effects on the measurements taken. As for differences in effective
contact radius between sputtered and unsputtered probes, a brief study was
conducted. It was found that even when considering a tip with sputtered film
thickness of 1000 nm, far thicker than any used in this study, that I-V plots only
changed in magnitude by ∼3% and varied only ∼1% for films of 300 nm thickness.

3.6.1

Bulk I-V Measurements.

A profile view of a single metal contact deposited on a U O2 substrate with
component resistances is pictured in Figure 27 below. This profile is representative
of how each of the bulk I-V measurements were taken experimentally, where a
voltage (Va ) was applied to the metal contact and grounded through a metal chuck
on the bottom of the U O2 substrate.

Figure 27. U O2 substrate with deposited metal contact showing equivalent component
resistances.

As can be seen, RC represents the contact resistance for the metal contact, RB
the bulk resistance of the semiconductor, and RC the resistance of the metal chuck.
These component resistances, connected in series, can be represented by a single
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equivalent resistance as follows:

RS = RB + RC + RCHU CK

3.6.2

(20)

Contact-to-Contact I-V Measurements.

A profile view of two metal contacts deposited on a U O2 substrate with
component resistances is pictured in Figure 28 below. This profile is representative
of how each of the contact-to-contact I-V measurements were taken experimentally,
where a voltage (Va ) was applied to metal contact 1 and grounded through the
substrate to metal contact 2. The U O2 substrate was electrically isolated from the
I-V test stand by placing a glass slide beneath the substrate during measurements
to avoid leakage current through the metal chuck.

Figure 28. U O2 substrate with deposited metal contacts showing equivalent component
resistances.

As can be seen, RC1 and RC2 represent the contact resistances for metal contact
1 and 2 and RB as previously defined. These component resistances in series can be
represented by a single equivalent resistance as follows:

RS = RB + RC1 + RC2
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(21)

3.6.3

Bulk Probe I-V Measurements.

A profile view of a U O2 substrate with component resistances is pictured in
Figure 29 below. This profile is representative of how each of the bulk probe I-V
measurements were taken experimentally, where sputtered probes were applied to
the U O2 substrate. A voltage (Va ) was applied to the substrate through the probes
and grounded through the metal chuck of the test stand. The series resistance, RS ,
can be calculated the same as in Equation 20 where RC is now attributed to the
contact metal sputtered on the probe tips.

Figure 29. U O2 substrate with deposited metal contact showing equivalent component
resistances.

For this research, all I-V measurements were taken with a Keithley 2636B
dual-channel system source meter unit (SMU) with built-in 4-quadrant
voltage/current source and measure instrument. All I-V measurements were taken
from +10 V to -10 V in .5 V increments. Bias on the probes was then swapped, and
swept from -10 V to +10 V. Taking this measurement in this manner allowed for
identification of any change in the plot due to bias or previous measurements and
could serve as a good indication of hysteresis. Current was limited to 10 mA and a
settling time of .5 seconds was utilized to allow measurements to normalize. Each
measurement was taken back-to-back and was approximately 42 seconds in duration,
multiple runs were taken for each measurement. The test stand and all samples were
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placed inside an enclosure to avoid any unwanted effects due ambient light sources.

3.6.4

Ideal Metal-Schottky Diode I-V Curve Fitting.

Curve fitting tools become increasingly important when analyzing experimental
I-V data and even allow for parameters such as IS , RS , and n to be resolved when
properly fitted. In [45], the ideal MS diode current as outlined in Equations 8 - 10
are used to fit to experimental data. The process involves looking for a linear region
in the FB I-V plot (ln(I) vs. V ) as depicted in Figure 30 below. The linear (2nd )
region depicts the I-V behavior pertaining to the series resistance RS with the
dashed line fitted to the linear region bounded by VM IN and VM AX . The logarithmic
form of the fit equation for this particular method is as follows:

ln(I) = ln(IS ) +

q
∗ VA
(nkT )

(22)

where n is an ideality factor that ideally is equal to 1 but is frequently
determined to be slightly higher, and all other values are as defined previously [45].
For purposes of this study, MATLAB code was written to plot I-V data to allow for
identification of the linear region, then inputting values for VM IN and VM AX the
code was executed using a least-squares fit to determine the slope and y-intercept of
the linear region and resolved fitting parameters IS and n. The MATLAB script for
this fitting code is listed in Appendix B.
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Figure 30. Experimental I-V data for non-ideal MS barrier depicting linear series
resistance in the 2nd region with curve-fitted dashed line [46].
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IV. Results and Analysis
4.1

EDS Measurements
In order to verify the composition of co-sputtered tungsten probes and Si wafers,

EDS measurements were taken on each of the samples and are shown in Table 5
below.
Table 5. EDS-measured elemental composition for co-sputtered alloys

(At. %)
Predicted
Au-13%Pt
Au-81%Pt
Au-35%Mg
Au-45%Mg
Au-50%Mg
Au-55%Mg
Au-65%Mg
Au-80%Mg
Au-90%Mg
Ag-65%Mg
Pt-65%Mg
W-65%Mg

EDS Measured
Si Wafers
Probes
3.14%Pt
3.08%Pt
69.7%Pt
66.9%Pt
40.01%Mg 51.41%Mg
55.63%Mg 65.14%Mg
57.04%Mg 52.40%Mg
65.43%Mg 71.90%Mg
71.44%Mg 77.27%Mg
85.54%Mg 83.39%Mg
87.71%Mg 90.08%Mg
56.86%Mg 69.11%Mg
62.89%Mg 78.79%Mg
57.83%Mg 71.46%Mg

Targeted composition values, based on relative power during the deposition
process for composition compared to EDS-measured, were expected to be within

±

5% of each other as they were in [36] but were found to be within approximately

±

10% of one another barring a few compositions. Si wafer predicted values appeared
to line up more closely than with measured values taken on the tungsten probe tips
and there was some considerable variance between measured composition values for
the wafers and probe tips. Differences between predicted and expected values were
likely due to the accuracy of the profilometer measurements utilized in
modeling/predicting expected compositions and the substrate on which they were
taken. Because a physical step is required for the profilometer to determine
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deposition thicknesses, areas on the silicon wafers were masked off and removed
post-deposition. Due to the simplicity of masking and taking step measurements on
the silicon wafers versus the probe tips, the availability/cost of the two substrates,
and the assumption that deposition rates would essentially be equal for both
substrates, it made logical sense to characterize the deposition rates for both
substrates based on measurements taken solely from the silicon wafers. Because of
this, it seems reasonable that composition values matched more closely on the
silicon wafers. Other factors that could have played a part in composition variance
are differences in metal adhesion between the two substrates and distance
from/orientation to the deposition source.

4.2

Work Function Measurements
Measured work function values via AM-KPFM were taken on single-metal and

co-sputtered thin films deposited on Si wafers, tungsten probes, and glass slides as
described in sections 3.1 and 3.2. Pre-sputtered substrate work function values were
taken for reference with the exception of the glass slides as glass is a known
electrical insulator and therefore would not provide any meaningful data. Si wafers
yielded an average work function value of 4.28

±

0.23 eV, variance in work function

was likely due to the test wafers used having different type, orientation, and doping
levels. Tungsten probes had a measured work function value of 4.49

±

0.05 eV. The

effects of deposition thickness and annealing treatments on work function were also
briefly investigated with platinum and gold-platinum coated probes.

4.2.1

Single-Metal Measured Values.

Single-metal work function values for each of the substrates were compiled and
are listed in Table 6 appended with expected work function values from Table 3.
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Table 6. Table of KPFM measured work function values for single metals

Metal
Ag
Al
Au
Co
Cu
Mg
Mo
Ni
Pt
W1

ΦT arget (eV)
4.75
3.56
4.66
4.44
4.54
3.05
4.98
4.32
4.49
3.98

ΦSi (eV)
4.66
3.85
4.83
4.89
4.67
4.28
4.11
4.49
4.67
4.54

ΦGlass (eV)
3.11
4.72
4.25
3.42
3.19
4.52
5.06
5.35

ΦP robe (eV)
4.66
3.55
4.59
4.51
4.62
3.96
4.51
4.49
4.75
4.17

ΦExp (eV)
4.0-4.3
4.06-4.26
4.75-5.45
4.4-5.1
4.4-4.7
3.66
4.0-4.75
4.5-5.25
4.9-5.65
5.2-5.8

Reviewing the table of measured work function values there are a few metals
whose measured values do not fall within the expected range of work function
values. There are several explanations for these deviations in work function, many
of which being metal-specific, include but are not limited to: measured crystal face,
adsorption of oxygen, electronic structure, and chemical effects due to exposure to
atmospheric conditions over time [47]. Looking specifically at Ag, a study done by
[48, 49] looked at the difference in work function of (110), (100), and (111) single
crystals before and after cleaning the surfaces by argon ion bombardment and
annealing in vacuum. It was found that measurements taken pre- and post-cleaning
changed significantly with values for (110) and (100) crystals initially measured at
4.5 eV - 4.6 eV came down to 4.14 eV and 4.22 eV respectively, where the (111)
crystal shifted from 4.8 eV down to 4.46 eV. It was discovered that the presence of
carbon on the silver crystals had the effect of reducing the work function while the
presence of sulfur on the surface had the opposite effect. The effects of adsorption
and oxidation on poly-crystalline Al were studied in [50], where it was found that
the work function of the surface cleaned by ion bombardment decreased by as much
as 1.2 eV after exposure to atmosphere for as little as 60 minutes.
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4.2.2

Co-Sputtered Metal Measured Values.

Co-sputtered metal work function values for each of the substrates were
compiled and are listed in Table 7 below.
Table 7. KPFM measured work function values for co-sputtered metals

Alloy
ΦSi (eV)
Au-13%Pt
4.87
Au-81%Pt
4.87
Au-35%Mg
3.93
Au-45%Mg
3.53
Au-50%Mg
2.87
Au-55%Mg
3.68
Au-65%Mg
3.45
Au-80%Mg
3.21
Au-90%Mg
3.34
Ag-65%Mg
3.43
Pt-65%Mg
4.39
W-65%Mg
3.38

ΦGlass (eV)
3.92
4.75
3.84
4.99
3.81
3.74
4.47

ΦP robe (eV)
4.56
4.66
3.55
3.28
2.92
3.12
2.84
3.12
3.05
3.76
3.60
3.43

Based on a similar study utilizing Au-Ag compositions [51], work function values
were not expected to follow a linear relationship with respect to composition and to
fall somewhere between the range of their respective single-metal values as listed in
Table 6. It seems though, at least with varied Au-Mg compositions, the relationship
between composition and work function appears to be mostly linear in nature.
Figure 31 below depicts EDS-measured Au-Mg compositions versus the
corresponding KPFM-measured work function values of as-deposited alloys on
silicon wafers.
Six work function measurements were taken across each of the silicon wafers for
each Mg composition level, error bars represent the standard deviation from the
average work function value at each point. The work function of the different alloys
decreases rapidly from 4.83 eV at 0% Mg (100% Au) down to 3.21 eV for the ∼86%
Mg data point. It is assumed that the work function increases rapidly again after
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Figure 31. Au-Mg composition versus work function on Si wafers.

90% Mg content from thick oxide layers formed due to magnesium’s highly reactive
nature when exposed to atmosphere over time. Depositions of Ag, Pt, and W with
65% targeted Mg content achieved interim work function values of 3.76 eV, 3.60 eV
and 3.43 eV on tungsten probes. Figure 32 below depicts the same information as
the graph in Figure 31 but for Au-Mg alloys deposited on tungsten probes.
At 0% Mg, the measured work function value is 4.59 eV. The work function
decreases to a value of 3.05 eV at ∼90% Mg content. It appears that both graphs
follow a very similar trend of decreasing work function up to ∼90% Mg content with
an increase in work function thereafter. There appears to be some indication that
the work function of these thin-metal films may be mostly independent of the
substrate although the trends outlined in this section provide confirmation that
increasing the concentration of Mg in Au-Mg alloys effectively decreases the work
function.
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Figure 32. Au-Mg composition versus work function on tungsten probes.

4.2.3

Work Function Dependence on Film Thickness.

Platinum depositions were executed on tungsten probes with varying thicknesses
up to 500 nm. Platinum deposited thicknesses and their respective measured work
function (ΦP t ) values were compiled and are listed in Table 8 below.
Table 8. KPFM measured work function values for varied thickness Pt films

Pt Thickness (nm) ΦP t (eV)
0
4.49
37
4.57
54
4.8
87
4.82
298.7
4.75
500.4
4.78
Figure 33 below depicts the relationship between platinum sputtered on
tungsten probes and work function values at different deposition thicknesses.
The point at 0 nm represents an unsputtered tungsten probe with a
KPFM-measured work function value of 4.49 eV. Work function values increase
with platinum thickness up to around 55 nm and appear to become constant after
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Figure 33. Pt film thickness versus work function on tungsten probes.

that, deposited thicknesses of 55 – 500 nm yield an average work function value of
4.79

±

.03 eV. This data agrees with the assertion that the thickness of the

deposited metal can affect measured work function of the thin film. It would appear
that the substrate is “seen” in thinner metal films but becomes negligible after a
certain thickness, in this case, depositions greater than or equal to 55 nm. It is
possible that other substrates, metals, deposition methods, and/or work function
measurement techniques could affect film thicknesses required to mask the
substrate. Further studies in this area would be highly beneficial.

4.2.4

Work Function Dependence on RTA Treatments.

RTA treatments were performed on Au-Pt co-sputtered probes utilizing the
factor levels and methodology as outlined in Section 3.5, results are outlined in Table
9 below. Run order indicates the order in which each treatment was applied to the
probes and probe # was assigned to identify which probe was being treated. Work
function values as measured by KPFM are listed in the right-most column (ΦP robe ).
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Table 9. RTA treatments and measured work function values of treated probes

Run Order Std Order Pt% Temp (°C) Time (s) Probe #
1
2
77
750
30
5
2
3
13
750
60
1
3
4
13
1000
30
2
4
1
77
1000
60
6

ΦP robe (eV)
4.66
4.85
4.82
4.8

An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed using Minitab statistical
software where it was found that none of the factors were considered to have a
significant effect on work function. The half-normal plot shown below in Figure 34
visually demonstrates the effect size breakdown where the cross on the top right is
the largest effect size of platinum content, bottom left is the next largest effect size
of temperature, and the cross on the line is the smallest effect size, time. It appears
the factors examined did affect work function values to some degree, however, due
to the limited sample size the ANOVA method did not have a sufficient number of
data points to determine statistical significance.

Figure 34. Half-normal plot of effects for temperature, time, and Pt content.

Due to the small sample size, an analysis utilizing “Cohen’s d” was performed to
determine the overall impact of the different factors on work function. Since each
factor has only two levels, conducting only pairwise comparisons using the formula
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and process shown below in equations 23-26 was sufficient [52]. Note that any value
greater than 0.8 is deemed to have a significant impact, even if p-values in the
ANOVA table are not significant as determined in prior analysis.

Cohen0 sD :

(M ean1 − M ean2 )
= Ef f ectSize
(SDP ooled )

(23)

(4.84 − 4.73)
= 1.54
P t13% − P t17% = q

(24)

(4.81 − 4.76)
T ime30s − T ime60s = q
= .528

(25)

(4.82 − 4.74)
= .955
T emp750°C − T emp1000°C = q

(26)

.2122 +.0992
2

.1412 +.1342
2

.1132 +.03542
2

From the analysis above on effect size it is noted that there was a strong effect
size in the differences in groups of platinum content and temperature, but time only
has a medium overall effect size. These metrics serve further to support the
conclusion that further experimentation is needed to determine statistical
significance via the ANOVA method. Further analysis concluded that sample sizes
required to determine significance for each factor are as follows: platinum content –
5, RTA time – 20, and RTA temperature – 8. Given the promising results from the
effect size analysis and the minimal number of required samples to determine
significance for platinum content and RTA temperature, performing the second half
of the half-factorial 23−1 design used in this study is recommended for future studies.

4.3

I-V Measurements
I-V measurements outlined in this section were taken on U O2 samples as

described in Section 3.6 above. Due to the large amount of data collected, the
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entirety of all plotted I-V data is located within Appendix section 1.4 for reference.
The titles of each of the individual plots indicate which metal contact(s) were being
contacted by test probes during measurement. In the case of contact-to-contact
measurements, the title of the plot can be interpreted as “metal contact 1 - metal
contact 2” as depicted in Figure 28. Plots containing U O2 in the title are indicative
of a measurement utilizing probes directly to the substrate and serve as a baseline
for comparison. Any pertinent data contained within specific individual plots was
pulled forward for analysis and any identified trends were outlined in the following
sections.
As for the evaluation/interpretation of the I-V plots looked at in the following
section, a brief explanation is needed. Due to the low current throughput and
symmetric nature of the data observed, it was assumed that despite the Ohmic
appearance of the plotted I-V data that the MS junctions looked at in this study
couldn’t be classified as such. So instead, it was decided that I-V plots would be
analyzed comparatively in which resistivity and the amount of carriers allowed
through the junction would serve as comparative factors. Plots having a steeper
slope and greater magnitude were considered less resistive allowing for more carriers
through the junction and were considered “better” in comparison.

4.3.1

Bulk I-V Plots.

The complied collection of bulk I-V plots can be seen in Figures 55 and 56 for
the (100) and (111) sample respectively. Through visual inspection it is easy to
identify which deposited contacts form a functional contact and of those, which are
optimal with regard to maximum allowed current and the nature of the junction
formed. The test configuration for these measurements are depicted in Figure 27
where both probes utilized consisted of uncoated tungsten.
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On the (100) sample, only two of the deposited metals appeared to form
functional contacts. A graph depicting bulk I-V measurements through these
contacts and a reference plot through just the U O2 substrate can be seen in Figure
35 below.

Figure 35. Summary bulk I-V plot of deposited metal contacts on (100) sample.

Individual I-V plots of Ag1 (black), W2 (red), Ag2 (green), W3 (purple) and
U O2 (blue) can be seen plotted together on the same axes. The U O2 plot provides a
useful reference for comparison of the deposited metal contacts as it depicts the
bulk I-V behavior without a deposited metal contact present. It appears that I-V
behavior for the W2 contact mimics that of the baseline U O2 fairly closely in the
reverse bias region, departing at higher voltages in the forward bias and shows some
signs of hystersis. Ag2 and W3 did not appear to provide good contact which is
represented by the highly resistive nature of their plots. Ag1 appears to be more
linear in nature and had a maximum current throughput of ±.2 mA at ±10 V. On
the (111) sample, considerably more of the metals appeared to make a functional
contact with the substrate. A graph similar to that of Figure 35 was compiled for
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Ag1, Pt2, Ag2, Ag3, Au1, Au2, W3, and the U O2 reference for contacts to the (111)
substrate and can be seen in Figure 36 below.

Figure 36. Summary bulk I-V plot of deposited metal contacts on (111) sample.

It can be seen that contacts composed of Pt, Au, and W, despite displaying
mostly linear behavior, appeared to form more resistive junctions than those made
with Ag and departed only minimally from the reference plot. Ag2 (blue) and Ag3
(green) clearly show the best performance of the deposited contacts with a max
current throughput of ±.395 mA and ±.455 mA respectively at ±10 V. Both Ag
contacts appear to be mostly linear in nature but do show some signs of hysteresis.
While aluminum was deposited on both of the samples, it did not appear to form a
good junction with the substrate as indicated by characteristic open circuit plots for
all deposited Al contacts.
An interesting phenomenon occurred during I-V measurements where plots
appeared to shift from the first to last repeated measurement. These trends are
shown in Figure 37 below. Max current (IM AX ) for each of the I-V measurements is
plotted against the run # for each contact, where run # is plotted in increasing
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chronological order of the measurement taken. All runs can be considered replicates
as they were taken back-to-back after probes were positioned on the contact and
were not lifted off until all replicate measurements were complete.

(a) Max current versus run #: (100) sample.

(b) Max current versus run #: (111) sample.

Figure 37. Max current versus run number: bulk I-V.

Referring to Figure 37(a), contacts Ag1 and W2 can be seen plotted with the
U O2 reference line for the (100) sample. It appears that IM AX is gradually
increasing with each run but does not seem to reach a steady-state current within
the 9 runs that were conducted, U O2 does not show much variation and seems to
level out by run 4. Referring to Figure 37(b), contacts Ag2 and Ag3 follow a very
similar trend of an increasing IM AX to a steady-state max current, Ag3 is seen
leveling off at around run 2 where Ag2 takes another run to do so. Looking at Au2,
the trend in IM AX can be fit almost perfectly to a logarithmic decay function where
the steady-state current is reached toward run 8 or 9. There are many plausible
reasons that could be attributed to these trends in IM AX , however it seems probable
that either the junction is changing over time or there is a build-up of charge at the
junction due to the low mobility of the substrate. The effects of this seem to be
minimal in the (111) sample but seem to play a more significant role in the (100)
sample.
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4.3.2

Contact-to-Contact I-V Plots.

The complied collection of contact-to-contact I-V plots can be seen in Figures 59
and 60 within Appendix 1.4 for the (100) and (111) sample respectively. As before
with the bulk I-V measurements, it is easy to identify which deposited contacts form
a functional contact and of those, which are optimal with regard to maximum
allowed current and the nature of the junction formed. The test configuration for
these measurements are depicted in Figure 28 where both probes utilized consisted
of uncoated tungsten.
On the (100) sample, six of the deposited metal contacts appeared to function
better than the U O2 -U O2 reference. A graph depicting bulk I-V measurements
through these contacts and a reference plot through just the U O2 substrate can be
seen in Figure 38 below.

Figure 38. Summary contact-to-contact I-V plot of deposited metal contacts on (100)
sample.

I-V plots of Ag1-Pt1 (black), Ag2-Ag3 (red), Au2-Ag2 (blue), Pt1-Pt2 (green),
Pt2-Au1 (purple), W2-W3 (orange), and U O2 -U O2 (teal) can be seen plotted
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together on the same axes. As before, the U O2 -U O2 plot provides a useful reference
for comparison of the deposited metal contacts as it depicts the I-V behavior with
just the mechanical contacts of the probes present. Aside from the Ag1-Ag2 and
Pt1-Pt2 contacts, it appears that the other combinations of contacts performed
better than the baseline measurement although marginally. Pt1-Pt2 appeared to
form a moderately resisitive and displayed mostly linear behavior with a max
current in the FB of .455 mA and .647 mA in the RB, there were some signs of mild
hysteresis. Ag2-Ag3 appeared to be the best performing contact pair on the (100)
substrate with ±1.5 mA at ±10 V respectively. The junction appeared to depart
slightly from linearity with some mild hysteresis. A graph similar to that of Figure
38 was compiled for Ag1-Pt1, Ag1-W2, Ag2-Ag3, Au2-Ag2, Pt1-Pt2, W2-W3, and
the U O2 -U O2 reference provided for contacts to the (111) substrate and can be seen
in Figure 39 below.

Figure 39. Summary contact-to-contact I-V plot of deposited metal contacts on (111)
sample.

Of the deposited contacts on the (111) substrate, Ag2-Ag3 and Ag1-W2 appear
to form the most ideal junctions. Ag2-Ag3 again seems to be the most linear with
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maximum current throughput of ±1.79 mA, slight hysteresis in the RB and
moderate in the FB. Ag1-W2 displays some interesting behavior akin to some
combination of the Ag and W contact metal I-V plots, appearing to almost function
more like a traditional diode with minimal current (.362 mA @ -10 V) in the RB
and increasingly more when in FB (.816 mA @ +10 V). It was evident that for both
the (100) and (111) samples that Ag was the optimal contact metal used, this was
of no surprise as this was the case with the bulk I-V results.

(a) Max current versus run #: (100) sample.

(b) Max current versus run #: (111) sample.

Figure 40. Max current versus run number: contact-to-contact.

Looking again at the relationship between max current and run # as was done
previously in the bulk I-V analysis, some of the trends in Figure 40 seem to be
similar to those previously analyzed. Referring to the Ag2-Ag3 junctions in
Sub-Figures (a) and (b), the trends are quite similar to one another and build up to
a steady-state IM AX as they did previously and level off. Pt1-Pt2 and Pt2-Au1 on
the (100) substrate display some interesting behavior where they both share a
similar starting and final IM AX . The Pt-Pt contact has a constant IM AX for the first
two runs and gradually decreases to run 5 where the Pt-Au contact decreases
initially and starts to level off after the 2nd run, eventually ending at nearly the
same max current as one another. It is believed that the same factors influencing
the behaviors outlined in the bulk I-V section are the same here. One difference
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here being that both sets of Ag contacts appear to behave almost identically on
both samples and are within .2 mA each other’s measured IM AX .
4.3.3

Bulk Probe I-V Plots.

The complied collection of bulk probe I-V plots can be seen in Figures 57 and 58
within Appendix 1.4 for the (100) and (111) sample respectively. The experimental
setup used in bulk probe evaluations are fundamentally different than those of the
bulk and contact-to-contact I-V plots as both methods involved taking
measurements through metal contacts deposited to the surface of the U O2 substrate
whereas the bulk probe method utilized sputtered metal probes applied directly to
the substrate surface. The reference I-V measurement was taken using an
unsputtered tungsten probe and can be seen labeled as “W” in all of the plot
legends, not to be confused with “W1” which represents a probe sputtered with
tungsten metal. Going forward, W will serve as a baseline to compare the other
measurements against. All probes used in these measurements are the same as those
outlined in Section 3.2 and analyzed in Section 3.4.

4.3.3.1

Single-Metal Probes.

Graphs depicting bulk I-V measurements through single-metal probes and a
reference plot using the W probe can be seen in Figure 41 below. On both the (100)
and (111) sample, most of the sputtered single-metal probes appeared to function as
well or better than the W reference probe.
On the (100) sample in Figure 41(a), it appears that Al, Au, and Ag form the
best junctions with the U O2 substrate. All of the measurements taken are of the
same magnitude of those taken in the bulk measurements in Figure 35 with the max
current through the Al probe measuring at ±.295 mA, behavior appears mostly
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(a) Single-metal bulk probe I-V plot (100).

(b) Single-metal bulk probe I-V plot (111).

Figure 41. Summary single-metal bulk probe I-V plots.

linear. Au and Ag perform similar to one another also displaying mostly linear
behavior, although more resistive than Al with Ag showing a little hysteresis in the
FB. All other measurements taken on the (100) appear to form better junctions
than the W reference plot, with the exception of Ni and W1. Looking at the
measurements taken on the (111) sample in Figure 41(b), it appears that Pt, Ag,
and Al form the best junctions with the substrate. The max current through the Pt
junction measures at ±.242 mA and behaves in an almost perfectly linear fashion.
Ag behaves very similarly and measures at ±.210 mA max current throughput
where Al appears to depart from linearity. All other single-metal probes on the
(111) sample form superior junctions to the W reference with the exception of Au.
In Figure 37 above, a look at IM AX from initial to final run can be seen for the
single-metal probe measurements. In the (100) sample it appears that all IM AX
values appear to remain more or less constant across runs with the exception of Al
and Ag where Al appears to gradually taper off to a steady-state current and Ag
behaves as it did with the previous measurement methods. In the (111) sample, all
IM AX values appear to remain constant with the exception of Al which gradually
decreases over the range of runs. As a whole, IM AX values appear to remain more
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(a) Max current versus run #: (100) sample.

(b) Max current versus run #: (111) sample.

Figure 42. Max current versus run number: single-metal bulk probe.

constant in these measurements than they did when compared to the measured
values of the other methods. This difference could be attributed to changes in the
substrate caused by the metallization process and could explain some of the
behavior seen in Figures 37 and 40 previously.

4.3.3.2

Binary-Metal Probes.

The binary-metal probes used in this section can be identified in Section 4.2 as
those with the following predicted Mg concentrations: AuMg1 - 45%Mg, AuMg2 55%Mg, AgMg - 65%Mg, PtMg - 65%Mg, and WMg - 65%Mg. All binary-metal
bulk probe I-V measurements were compiled and can be seen plotted together in
Figure 43 below. On the (100) and (111) sample, all binary-sputtered probes appear
to form junctions that perform better than that of the W reference probe.
On the (100) sample in Figure 43(a), it appears that WMg, PtMg, and AgMg
probes form the best junctions with the U O2 substrate. WMg and PtMg seem to
display mostly linear behavior with the same IM AX of ±.229 mA. AgMg appear to
depart slightly from linearity and forms a more resistive barrier showing some signs
of mild hysteresis. Referring to Figure 43(b), measurements on the (111) sample can
be seen with WMg and AuMg1 forming the optimal contacts on that substrate.
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(a) Binary-metal bulk probe I-V plot (100).

(b) Binary-metal bulk probe I-V plot (111).

Figure 43. Summary binary-metal bulk probe I-V plots.

WMg appears mostly linear with a max current of ±.217 mA, where AuMg1
behaves similarly but forming a slightly more resistive junction.

(a) Max current versus run #: (100) sample.

(b) Max current versus run #: (111) sample.

Figure 44. Max current versus run number: binary-metal bulk probe.

The max current versus run number of both (100) and (111) samples for
measurements of IM AX taken using binary-metal probes is depicted in Figure 44
above. On the (100) sample it appears that all measured IM AX values across runs
remain relatively constant with the exception of the AgMg probe. AgMg’s max
current gradually rises from run-to-run in a pseudo-step like fashion and begins to
flatten off toward run 5. This seems similar to the behavior depicted for the Ag
probe in Figure 42 on the (100) sample, though it would appear that the addition of
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Mg has altered it somewhat. Looking at Figure 44(b), IM AX measurements taken
on the (111) sample versus run number can be seen. All measured IM AX values
remain relatively constant across all runs and for all probes. An interesting trend
can be seen within both samples with respect to IM AX and measured work function
values of the binary metal probes with some assumptions. Looking at the
binary-metal probe measured work function (ΦP robe ) values with ΦAuM g1 = 3.28 eV,
ΦAuM g2 = 3.12 eV, ΦAgM g = 3.76 eV, ΦP tM g = 3.60 eV, and ΦAgM g = 3.43 eV and
assuming that the AuMg probes form p-type junctions while the others form n-type,
there could be a case made for barrier lowering with an increase/decrease in (ΦP robe )
respectively. Measurements of IM AX using the AuMg probes on both samples show
an increase in max current with increasing (ΦP robe ), whereas the other Mg-alloy
probes show an increase in IM AX with decreasing (ΦP robe ).
4.3.4

Single-Metal Bulk Versus Bulk Probe I-V Plots.

The goal of this section is to make comparisons between the the single-metal
bulk measurements that were discussed in Section 4.3.1 and the single-metal bulk
probe measurements that were discussed in Section 4.3.3. The I-V plots from both
measurement methods can be seen plotted together in Figure 45 below where the
solid lines represent bulk I-V plots and dashed lines bulk probe I-V plots. The
similarities in contact size of the probes used and the experimental setup during
measurements allows for some interesting comparisons. Of the deposited contacts,
the only ones that appeared to perform equal or better than probes of like metal
were that of Ag and W on the (100) sample and Ag, Au, and W on the (111)
sample. This, along with the fact that many of the deposited metal contacts yielded
open-circuit I-V plots points to a possible issue with metal adhesion to the U O2
surface. This fact was also evidenced visually during experimentation as it was
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observed that contact metals would gradually degrade over time. It would appear
that silver and tungsten form the most viable contacts on the U O2 samples looked
at in this study. One area of interest pertaining to this matter would be a study
into adhesion layer metals or the effects of annealing contacts post-deposition.
Based on information gained through this study, it would seem reasonable to
combat adhesion issues by using Ag as a thin deposition layer prior to depositing
other contact metals or through co-deposition of contact metals containing Ag such
as: Ag-Au, Ag-Pt, or Ag-Al.

(a) Bulk versus bulk probe I-V plot (100).

(b) Bulk versus bulk probe I-V plot (111).

Figure 45. Summary single-metal bulk versus bulk probe I-V plots.

4.3.5

Effects of Contact Area.

When comparing I-V plots against one another, current data is generally
adjusted for contact area and plotted as current density (J) to allow for a
normalized comparison of plots. Adjusting for contact area is a simple calculation
but can yield orders of magnitude of difference between plots depending on the
effective contact areas during measurement. The equation for transforming current
to current density is as follows:
J = (I/A)
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(27)

where I is the measured current and A the area of the contact. Throughout this
study, I-V plots were not adjusted for contact area as comparisons were made only
within measurement methods where it was assumed that differences in contact areas
between measurements were negligible.
The analysis performed in Section 4.3.4, however, was conducted without
normalizing current values despite the expectation of significant differences in
nominal contact areas between the bulk and bulk-probe measurement methods.
Assuming an ideal contact radius of 10 µm for probe tips and 100 µm for deposited
contacts and using Equation 27 to adjust for circular contact area, it is easy to
calculate ideal current densities to allow for a normalized comparison of bulk and
bulk-probe I-V data. The normalized graphs of those plotted previously in Figure
45 with adjusted current density can be seen in Figure 46 below. When comparing
these graphs, there are some interesting observations that can be made. Namely, it
would seem that ideal contact sizes were not of ideal values as those assumed and
that when comparing the magnitudes of the I-V plots in both Figures 45 and 46
that the effective contact areas of both methods must be fairly similar in size or
that some property of the samples studied caused a negligible difference in current
density when considering varying contact size. Another possible cause could be poor
adhesion or degradation of deposited metals as alluded to previously. This could
result in measurements where the effective contact area for both methods would be
that of the probe tip area or some range between the radius of the deposited metal
contact and the probe tip area in contact with the substrate/metal contact.
Alternatively, this behavior could be explained if the junctions formed were blocking
contacts where I-V plots can be modeled as unable to be forward-biased, essentially
operating in the RB for positive and negative bias. Changes in contact area being
far-less obvious looking at traditional MS junctions in the RB than in the FB.
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(a) Bulk versus bulk probe J-V plot (100).

(b) Bulk versus bulk probe J-V plot (111).

Figure 46. Summary single-metal bulk versus bulk probe J-V plots.

4.3.6

I-V Curve Fitting.

Initial curve fitting as described in Section 3.6.4 was conducted using bulk I-V
data obtained on the (100) sample, the I-V plots from this experiment can be seen
in Figure 47 below, where Sub-Figure (a) represents the I-V plot from 0-10 V
applied bias and Sub-Figure (b) represents a zoomed-in plot from 0-0.8 V applied
bias, both plotted against the ln(Y ) axis. Despite successfully identifying and
fitting a linear region of the FB I-V plots, it was determined that I-V data collected
throughout this study did not have sufficient resolution to effectively determine the
correct linear region. This is evidenced through the plotted MS ideal I-V curve
depicted as blue dashed line in both plots. Due to hardware limitations of the I-V
measurement setup used in this study, step sizes of 0.5 V were the smallest able to
be measured when sweeping from -10 V to 10 V. The MS ideal I-V line is plotted
with a step size of .5 mV seemingly of sufficient resolution to determine the linear
region needed for this curve fitting method and is therefore recommended as a
maximum step size for any future analysis of this type. There are many studies and
methods similar to the one attempted in this study and could further optimize or
offer more information from I-V plots such as those outlined in
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[53, 54, 55, 56, 46, 57, 58, 59]. Matlab code used to plot and curve-fit the I-V data
used to plot the graphs below can be found in Appendix B.

(a) Bulk I-V MS curve fit plot (100).

(b) Bulk I-V MS curve fit plot zoomed (100).

Figure 47. Bulk I-V MS curve fit plots on (100) sample depicting fitted lines and ideal
MS I-V data.

Metal-Schottky-Metal (MSM) analysis was also briefly studied because it more
accurately models the type of I-V measurements taken throughout this research as
it considers both metal contacts as forming Schottky barriers with the substrate.
This analysis is more representative of what is typically seen in experimentation,
especially when dealing with intrinsic materials. Further modeling of metal contacts
made to U O2 would benefit greatly from a working MSM fitting model, studies such
as [14, 60] use a “back-to-back” Schottky diode model to fit experimental data,
allowing for extraction of the effective barrier heights ΦB and the ideality factor n
from a single I-V measurement.

4.4

Max Current Versus Work Function
Using probes coated with single and binary-metals with work functions as

identified in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 as well as IM AX values obtained from I-V
measurements using said probes, IM AX versus work function were plotted in Figure
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48 for the (100) and (111) samples. It would be expected, based on an ideal
semiconductor of n-type, with decreasing work function that IM AX should increase
to some point and then level off. This would be indicative of barrier lowering, in
which more carriers are allowed to flow through the junction. This behavior is not
observed here, instead peaks in IM AX are observed occurring at two different work
function values and points to some departure from ideal semiconductor behavior of
the U O2 samples used in this study.

(a) IM AX versus work function (100).

(b) IM AX versus work function (111).

Figure 48. Maximum current versus work function using bulk-probe I-V measurements.
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V. Conclusion

5.1

Summary of Findings
At the onset of this study, it was determined that the primary objective of this

research was to establish processes to determine what metals could be deposited
onto U O2 samples to serve as electrical contacts that would allow for further
electrical characterization of the material. In doing so, samples of hydrothermally
grown U O2 were systematically studied and used to answer the following questions:
1. Do any of the contact metals tested prove to form adequate ohmic electrical
junctions with the samples tested?
2. Were any important trends in the data collected deemed important or
provided useful information with regard to device fabrication?
Despite limitations on the availability of U O2 samples and restrictions on facilities
and processing of those samples, all questions have been answered sufficiently and
have provided a path forward for further research in this area.

5.1.1

Effective Contact Metals.

I-V analysis through the bulk, contact-to-contact, and bulk-probe methods
allowed for a novel look at how deposited and mechanical metal contacts interacted
with the U O2 samples systematically analyzed throughout this study. Each method
offered a unique look at these interactions and offered distinct information that
allowed for a cohesive solution. Comparative analysis offered insight into effective
metals used to form electrical contacts and yielded some important information
with regard to device fabrication.
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Bulk I-V plots through each of the deposited contacts on both the (100) and
(111) sample yield results specific to each of the samples analyzed. On the (100)
sample, it appeared that only two of the contact metals formed functional junctions
with the U O2 substrate: Ag and W. Ag outperformed W in both max current
through the junction and linear conformity with Ag attaining a maximum current
throughput of .2 mA while W produced a slightly lower current and an asymmetric,
non-linear I-V plot. On the (111) sample, contact metals of Ag, Pt, Au and W
appeared to form function junctions. Ag far outperformed the other contact metals
with a maximum current throughput of .455 mA with a mostly linear I-V plot
despite some signs of mild hysteresis.
I-V plots obtained using the contact-to-contact method offered functional
contact combinations with metals of Ag, Au, Pt, and W. While several metals
formed effective junctions on the U O2 substrates, Ag-Ag contacts far out-performed
other combinations on both the (100) and (111) samples with maximum current
throughputs of 1.5 mA and 1.79 mA respectively with mostly ohmic behavior
presented on the I-V plots.
Bulk-probe measurements utilizing single and binary-metal sputtered probes
applied to the U O2 substrate offered a different perspective of how metals forming
mechanical junctions with the surface behaved. All of the probes tested proved to
form effective junctions with the substrate consisting of a variety of metals to
include: Ag, Al, Au, Co, Cu, Mg, Mo, Ni, Pt, and W. Of the single-metal probes
tested, Al in addition to Au and Ag performed the best on the (100) surface and on
the (111) surface Pt, Ag and Al showed the most promising results. The max
current throughput of Al, Au, and Ag on the (100) sample were .295 mA, .213 mA,
and .192 mA respectively. Pt, Ag, and Al on the (111) sample had max currents of
.242 mA, .210 mA, and .181 mA. Sputtered probes with binary films consisting of
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mixtures containing AuMg, AgMg, PtMg, and WMg were also analyzed using the
bulk-probe I-V method. All binary-metal probes proved to form effective junctions
that performed better than the W reference probe. On the (100) sample, probes
consisting WMg, PtMg, and AgMg performed optimally with max currents of .229
mA for both WMg and PtMg probes and .212 mA for the AgMg probes. On the
(111) sample, probes consisting of WMg and AuMg performed better than others
with max currents of .217 mA and .162 mA respectively.

5.1.2

Important Observations/Trends.

Several observations and trends were noticed throughout this study and are
summarized within this section and include effects on measured work function
values due to composition of co-sputtered thin films, sputtered thin film thickness,
and the effects of RTA treatments on sputtered thin films. Some important trends
when looking at I-V measurements were also observed and include shifts in max
current (IM AX ) with replicate runs, a possible relationship to barrier height, and
important information with respect to device fabrication when comparing bulk and
bulk-probe measurements.
Looking at results within Section 4.2.2, it can be easily seen that varied
compositions of Au-Mg compositions result in a decreasing work function with
increased Mg content up to ∼90% Mg where oxides begin to form and increase the
measured work function values. In Section 4.2.3, an observed dependence of
single-metal Pt films of varied thicknesses are depicted where work function values
can be seen increasing from the tungsten probe substrate measured value of 4.49 eV
up to 4.79 eV with a deposited Pt thickness of 55 nm. It is postulated that Pt film
thicknesses ≥55 nm effectively “mask” the substrate of which they are deposited on.
In Section 4.2.4, a brief look at the effects of RTA treatments of Au-Pt co-sputtered
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films on their measured work functions was performed. It was found that despite
showing a difference in work function values post treatment, there was not enough
data to determine if these differences were statistically significant or which factors
studied contributed to those differences. It was suggested that more samples were
required in order to determine significance with the following sample sizes being
adequate to attribute significance to each factor: Pt content - 5, RTA time - 20, and
RTA temperature - 8.
Looking at results within Section 4.3, there are some interesting trends with
respect to IM AX and repeated I-V measurements. These trends are depicted
graphically in Figures 37, 40, 42, and 44. The first thing to note is that values of
IM AX appear to change with repeated measurements over time and is visible despite
which I-V method was looked at, this trend is especially noticeable with the Ag
contacts. It is posed that some causes of this phenomenon could be due to the
junction changing over time or due to a build-up of charge at the junction. Another
interesting trend can be seen when within Section 4.3.3.2 where IM AX can be seen
changing with increased/decreased work function of the co-sputtered probes used in
the I-V measurements and is likely indicative of a change in barrier height though
more data points would be needed to verify this. Comparison of single-metal bulk
and bulk-probe I-V measurements with Section 4.3.4 appear to solidify the existence
of poor metal adhesion to the U O2 substrate and/or the formation of blocking
contacts. With the exception of Ag and W on the (100) sample and Ag, Au, and W
on the (111) sample, mechanical contacts performed better than the deposited ones
pointing to poor adhesion or formation of deposited contacts. Lastly, when looking
at IM AX versus work function plots for both of the samples in Section 4.4, it
appears that there is a departure from true semiconductor behavior. This, along
with the measured density of localized states of U O2 as depicted in Figure 20,
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confirm that the material is not truly a semiconductor.

5.2

Future Work
Within the scope of work performed throughout this study, there are many

improvements to processes used and measurements taken that could be of great
interest in future studies of related work. Regarding the I-V measurements
performed in the bulk and bulk -probe methods, better effort to electrically isolate
U O2 samples would allow for more consistent results across measurement methods.
Using a probe-to-probe setup as opposed to the probe-to-chuck used in this study
could satisfy this requirement. Taking more I-V measurements across the U O2 and
deposited metal contact surfaces would allow for a more representative view with
regard to uniformity.
Creating a greater range of binary-metal sputtered probes and depositing
binary-metal contacts to the U O2 surface would allow for a better picture of
changing barrier height with regard to changing work function. Optimal contacts
could be obtained using combinations of metals such as Ag, Au, Al, and Pt than
those utilizing single-metals alone. On this note, an adhesion metal study would be
of great benefit as it is assumed that poor adhesion hindered the analysis of some of
the metal contacts looked at in this study. It would be of interest to study Cr, Ti,
Ag, and W for use as thin adhesion layers (5-10 nm) prior to contact metal
deposition. Further study of the RTA treatments on both the effects of work
function and to treat deposited metal contacts to achieve a more intimate junction
with the U O2 could be of some interest as well.
Generally, being able to obtain larger, more uniform, and highly repeatable
growths of U O2 samples would allow for more statistically sound results and enable
techniques such as transmission line measurements (TLM) to determine contact and
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sheet resistances of the material more accurately. Research into possible doping
methods of U O2 would allow for traditional semiconductor device fabrication and
better performing devices being possibly the single-most important issue to be
solved with regard to using U O2 in this capacity.
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Appendix A.
1.1

Alloy Phase Diagrams

Figure 49. Equilibrium binary alloy phase diagram for gold-platinum alloys [61].

Figure 50. Equilibrium binary alloy phase diagram for gold-silver alloys [61].
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Figure 51. Equilibrium binary alloy phase diagram for gold-palladium alloys [61].

Figure 52. Equilibrium binary alloy phase diagram for gold-magnesium alloys [62].
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Figure 53. Equilibrium binary alloy phase diagram for silver-magnesium alloys [62].
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1.2

Fission Cross-Section of Elements

Figure 54. Fission cross-section of Li-7, B-10, Gd-152, Gd-157, U-235, and U-238 [63].
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1.3

Single-Metal and Alloy Sputter Settings

Table 10. Deposition power and rate for single-metal films

Table 11. Deposition power and rate for co-sputtered alloy films

Note: Deposition rate for alloys is cumulative for both targets. Sputter power for
alloys is noted as metal 1 power/ metal 2 power.
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1.4

Current-Voltage Measurement Plots

Figure 55. Bulk I-V plot for (100) U O2 sample
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Figure 56. Bulk I-V plot for (111) U O2 sample
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Figure 57. Bulk probe I-V plot for (100) U O2 sample
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Figure 58. Bulk probe I-V plot for (111) U O2 sample
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Figure 59. Contact-to-contact I-V plot for (100) U O2 sample
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Figure 60. Contact-to-contact I-V plot for (111) U O2 sample
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Appendix B. I-V Curve Fitting Code

1

filename = 'I V Curve Fit.xlsx'; %File name of Excel Workbook ...
with I-V data

2

%----------(100) Bulk Graphs-----------

3

data = xlsread(filename,'B 100'); %Worksheet name of I-V data

4

B=.0259;

5

Data = zeros(100,2);

6

i=1;

7

for col = 1 : 2 : 10

8

x=data(1:21, col); %Pulls in voltage data (rows 1-21)

9

y=data(1:21, col +1); %Pulls in current data (rows 1-21)

10

semilogy(x,y,'-','LineWidth',2);

11

ylim([0 1.9E-4]);

12

legend('Ag1','W2','UO2','Ag2','W3');

13

hold on;

14

end

15

for col = 1 : 2 : 10 %adjust to # of I-V plot data to pull in (10 ...
columns of data = 2 x 5 sets of I-V)

16

[rows, columns] = size(data);

17

x=data(1:2, col); %adjust range to linear region to be fitted

18

y=data(1:2, col +1); %adjust range to linear region to be ...
fitted

19

y1=log(y);

20

c=polyfit(x,y1,1);

21

slope=c(1);

22

n=1/(B*slope)

23

Is=exp(c(2))

24

Data(i,1)=n;

25

Data(i,2)=Is;

26

i=i+1;
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27

semilogy(x,exp(y1),'*','HandleVisibility','off');

28

hold on;

29

semilogy(0:.5:1,exp(polyval(c,0:.5:1)),'-','HandleVisibility','off');

30

hold on;

31

end

32

csvwrite('B 100 IV Data.txt',Data); %writes n and Is values to ...
.txt file

33

grid on;

34

xlabel('Voltage (V)');

35

ylabel('Ln(Current (A))');

36

title('Bulk 100');
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